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This paper examines the notions of feasible real function and of NC real function. 
We introduce a uniform framework for describing what it means for a continuous 
real function to be computed by a Boolean circuit family, and we provide techni- 
ques for constructing such functions. As an example we construct a continuous real 
function that is complete for P, thus showing that the question of whether NC= P 
can be reduced to the question of whether the class of feasible real functions equals 
the class of NC real functions. A corollary of this result is that there exists a family 
of feasible-size-magnitude polynomials that are complete for P. Finally we look at 
contraction mappings and ask whether the fixed points of an NC real contraction 
mapping can be found in NC. We give evidence that this is not the case in general 
by exhibiting an NC real function which is a contraction mapping over disjoint 
intervals of the real line, and for which the problem of finding the fixed point of any 
given interval is complete for P. Thus methods for locating fixed points which are 
based simply on contraction mappings are not likely to parallelize well. 
0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present an atypical P-completeness result in which a 
combinatorial problem is stated in terms of real numbers and continuous 
functions. Thus we illustrate that even in the restricted world of numerical 
methods, the problem of finding fast parallel algorithms can be rather 
difficult. Or, said in another way, continuity does not necessarily make life 
easier. 
We begin by defining what it means to compute real numbers and func- 
tions using uniform Boolean circuit families, and to do so within specific 
complexity constraints. We also provide a technique for constructing such 
functions. Our definitions are natural extensions to the usual ones of recur- 
sive analysis, for example Grzegorczyk (1957), Ko and Friedman (1982), 
and Friedman (1984). A thorough justification of these basic definitions is 
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beyond the scope of this paper, and we refer the interested reader to the 
expanded discussion of models for feasible real analysis that appear in 
Hoover (1989, 1990b). 
Following the basic definitions, we show how to encode the com- 
binatorial activity of evaluating a Boolean circuit in terms of a continuous 
real function V, called the circuit value function. The function V is a 
continuous analog of the circuit value problem, and thus if it is possible 
to compute it in NC, then NC= P. Prior results from Hoover (1990a), 
can then be used to show that there is a class of polynomials whose fast 
evaluation implies NC = P. 
Then we turn our attention to the question of whether common numeri- 
cal techniques can be converted into fast parallel methods. In particular we 
look at how difficult it is to find the fixed point of a contraction mapping. 
We construct an NC-real function C, called the circuit evaluation function, 
that has the property that it is locally a contraction mapping over intervals 
that correspond to circuits with specific inputs, and the fixed points of each 
interval depend on the output of the circuit. Thus swiftly finding an 
arbitrary fixed point of C implies that NC = P. As a consequence, we do 
not expect methods based simply on contraction mapping properties to 
parallelize well unless the map exhibits quadratic convergence. This com- 
plements a result of Ko (1990) showing that methods based on binary 
search are also unlikely to parallelize substantially. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the usual basic material of 
computational complexity, Turing machines, uniform Boolean circuits, and 
real analysis. 
2. REAL NUMBERS AND FUNCTIONS 
Since most real numbers cannot be represented as finite strings of digits, 
any notion of computing a real number or function must involve 
approximation. Given this limitation, we can never make a strong state- 
ment like “Boolean circuit y on real input x computes f(x).” Instead we 
must say that for some n and m, circuit y takes any n th approximation to 
real x and delivers an m th approximation to f(x). For a simple notion of 
approximation, in which all errors must be bounded, all of the functions 
that we compute will necessarily be continuous. 
2.1. Computing Real Numbers with Circuits 
First we specify how we will represent our approximations to real 
numbers. These will be the actual objects that our circuits compute. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let s and n be integers and let b,, . . . . 6, + ,, E (0, 1). 
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Consider the rational q where q = (2b, - 1)2” C;L; 2-‘6,. We say that 
C& 4 bo, . . . . b,+,] is a range s order n fixed-point binary encoding of q. 
Note that b,, plays the role of a sign bit. 
Next we need to define the notion of approximation. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let s be an arbitrary integer, x be any real E [ - 2”, 2”], 
and n be an integer such that s+ n > 0. We denote by (x)“, any range s 
order n fixed-point binary encoding [s, n, b,, . . . . bs+ n] such that 
s+n 
x-(2b,-1)2” 1 2-‘bi <2-” 
i= 1 
We call (x);‘, a range s order n approximation to x. When s is understood 
to be fixed we can omit it from the notation. 
Note that there are at most three distinct range s order n approximations 
to any given real. 
The natural notion of a polynomial time computable real, or feasible 
real, is that computing an n-bit approximation to number x should only 
require sequential time n O(l). The analogous notion for fast parallel com- 
putation is that computing an n-bit approximation to number x should be 
possible with a circuit of size no(‘) and depth (log n)O(l). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Real number x E [ - 2”, 27 is a feasible real iff there is 
a uniform Boolean circuit family {yn> such that y, outputs an approxima- 
tion (x)“,, with size(y,) = n O(l). We denote the class of feasible reals by Ps, 
and write x E P”. 
Real number x is an NC real iff there is a uniform Boolean circuit family 
(y,} such that y, outputs an approximation (x);, with size(y,)=nO”‘, 
and depth(y,) = (log n) O(i) We denote the class of NC reals by NC%‘, and . 
write x E NC%. 
Thus we compute a real x by computing a sequence of approximations, 
each term having essentially one more bit of precision than the preceding 
one. 
It is worth remarking that the complexity of the real being computed will 
be sensitive to the uniformity conditions adopted for the circuit families. 
For example, suppose that x is a feasible real under the usual log- 
space notion of uniformity, and is approximated by circuit family (yn}. 
Computing the description of member yn in @log n) space, implies that the 
description can also be computed in no(‘) time. Furthermore, the circuit yn 
takes no inputs, so its single output value (x )S, can also be computed in 
time no”‘. So in polynomial time, we can compute the circuit description 
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of a constant depth circuit y; which delivers the same output as yn. The 
family (y;} is P-uniform and approximates x. Thus under P-uniformity, 
the real number x is also an NC real. But x may not be an NC real under 
log-space uniformity. 
2.2. Computing Real Functions with Circuits 
We compute a continuous real function by computing a sequence of 
approximations. The idea is that a uniform circuit family (yn} computes an 
order n approximation (f(x)), tof( ) x over the interval [ - 2”, 2”]. Since 
we only want to approximate f we need not have the value of x exactly, 
and since the interval of approximation is closed with the function f con- 
tinuous, there will be some upper bound on how accurately we need to 
approximate x. There will also be an upper bound on the magnitude off 
itself over the interval [ -2”, 2”]. Both of these upper bounds are functions 
of M, and their presence is a crucial part of the definition of the family (y,} 
since each member circuit can only have a fixed number of input and 
output bjts. 
Each circuit Y,, takes as input a range n order p(n) approximation 
(x&,. It delivers a range p(n) order n approximation (f(x)),Pcn’, which 
we denote by y,( (x):,,,). The situation is depicted in Fig. 1, where the bits 
bi are from the fixed-point binary encoding of (x);(~, and the bits ci are 
from the fixed point binary encoding of (f(x))$“‘. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let {yn} be a uniform Boolean circuit family, and let 
p, p be functions from integers to integers. Suppose further that y, takes a 
range n order p(n) fixed-point binary encoding as input, and produces a 
range p(n) order n fixed-point binary encoding as output. 
When, for all x E [ -2”, 2”], we have 
then we say that circuit family {ynl with modulus function ,u and range 
function p computes f: 
The following lemma is justification for calling p a modulus function (as 
FIG. 1. Boolean circuit y. approximating real function J 
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in modulus of continuity), and also illustrates why the above notion of 
computation forces f to be continuous. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let f he a real function computed by Boolean circuit family 
{y,} with inodulus function p and range function p. Then for all x, 
x’E[-2”,2”], if Ix-x’1<2~~(“‘then If(x)-f(x’)1<2-“+‘. 
Proof: Since (x - x’l < 2- p(n) there exists a range n order ,u(n) fixed- 
point binary encoding z such that 1~ --xl < 2pU(“) and IZ -x’l <2-J’(“). 
That is, z = (2b, - 1)2” C;z;‘“’ 2-‘b, is an order p(n) approximation to 
both x and x’. Thus y,,(z) is an order n approximation to both f(x) and 
f(Y), and so /f(x)-f(x’)l ~2~“~‘. 1 
Next, we add complexity constraints to the notion of computation. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let f be a real function computed by uniform Boolean 
circuit family {y,} with modulus function p and range function p. We say 
that f is a feasible real function iff size(y,) = no”‘. We say that f is an NC 
real function iff size(y,)=nO”’ and depth(y,)= (log n)O(l). The class of 
feasible real functions is denoted by Pa + %, and that of NC real functions 
by NC%*%. 
Note that as a consequence of this definition p(n) =n”‘), p(n) =n”“, 
and yn( (x):~,,,) E [-2p(n), 2p’“‘]. Also, p(n) and p(n) are computable 
within the uniformity condition of the Boolean circuit family by just 
counting the number of input and output bits of yn. 
These definitions can be extended in the dbvious way to functions that 
have multiple input and output arguments. 
2.3. Computing Piecewise-Linear Functions 
To compute a function f we have to construct a family of approximating 
circuits, so we generally want the approximating functions to be simple to 
define and easy to compute. Piecewise-linear functions are one of the better 
candidates. 
Conceptually, a piecewise-linear function f, on [ -2”, 27 is just a set of 
refinement points (xi} and associated function values (f,(xi)}. To com- 
pute f, at particular point x we find the refinement points x, and x, that 
bracket x and then linearly interpolate between fJx,) and fn(x,). But to 
compute f, efficiently we must be able to quickly isolate the interval 
[x,, x,] that contains x. A search of the refinement {xi} will generally not 
work because it may contain too many points, especially in the case where 
we are constructing NC circuits. Instead we have to implicitly define the 
refinement (Xi} of [ -2”, 2”) by giving functions that produce an isolating 
interval about each point. The next few remarks illustrate one method of 
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accomplishing this. Note how the definitions are parametrized with the 
variable n. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let a, and b, be functions from reals in [ -2”, 2”] to 
range n order n fixed-point binary encodings. Furthermore, suppose that 
for all x E [ -2”, 2”] we have that 
1. -2” <u,(x) <x 6 b,(x) ,< 2” 
2. b,,(x) -u,(x) >, 2-” 
3. For any y E [ -2”, 2”] exactly one of the following holds: 
(a) &I = U,(Y) and b,(x) = b,(y) 
(b) b,(x) Q u,(y) 
(c) b,(y) G a,(x). 
We say that (a,, 6,) is a refinement of [ -2”, 2”]. 
Note that the functions a,, 6, induce a covering of the interval 
[ -2”, 2”] by a finite number of closed intervals that intersect only at their 
rational endpoints. Also note that each interval has a minimum length of 
2-“, so that if Ix- ~1~2~” then we have u,(x)=u,(y), or b,,(x) =u,(y), 
or b,,(y) = u,(x). That is, x, y must be in the same, or in adjacent intervals. 
The refinement then makes it easy to define a piecewise-linear function 
on the interval [ -2”, 2”]. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let p be a function from integers to integers, and let c, 
be a function from range n order n fixed-point binary encodings to range 
p(n) order n fixed-point binary encodings. Suppose also that c, is defined 
on the points of the refinement (a,, b,), but not necessarily at other points. 
Consider the function f,,, defined on real interval [ - 2”, 2”] given by 
f,(x) = bn;x;2z;x) (cnObn(x)-c,oa,(x)) + c,ou,(x), 
where 0 denotes function composition. We call f, the piecewise-linear 
function induced by c, on the refinement (a,, b,). Note that f”(x) E 
c-2 9 60) pq 
We then use a sequence of piecewise-linear functions to approximate a 
real function. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let {f,,} be a family of piecewise linear functions 
induced by the family of functions {c,,} and family of refinements 
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{(a,, b,) 1. We say that lf,) approximates real function f, iff for all n and 
for all x E [ - 2”, 2” 3 we have 
If(x) -f,(x)1 6 2-“. 
How do we use this machinery to compute with a circuit family? 
Suppose that we have circuits for computing the functions LI,, b,, and c,. 
These functions all produce fixed-point binary encodings as outputs, so 
there is no problem computing with their exact values. The only real ques- 
tion is how accurately must we do the interpolation, as this affects the size 
of the inputs to the circuits that compute a, and b,. This is given by the 
following lemma which determines how sensitivef, is to errors in its input. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let u(n) = 2n + p(n) + 2. Then, for all x E [ - 2”, 29 
If”c+fnKX);(n,)l <2-“. 
Proof For convenience let y = (x)zcn,. Thus Ix- yl<2-J’(“). The 
result is clear in cases where x and y fall into the same interval of the 
refinement (a,, b,), or when p(n) is sufftciently negative to make p(n) <n. 
When they are not in the same interval and p(n) > n, then x and y are in 
adjacent intervals, and so b,,(y) = a,(x), or b,,(x) = a,(y). Consider the first 
case. We have x=a,(x)+6, and y=b,(y)-6,, where 6,, 6,>0 and 
6 x + 6, < 2-#(“). Then 
If,(x) -f”(Y)1 
= bn(x)>,n(x) (cnObn(x) -cno4x)) + c,r~a,(x) 
b,(y) - do) - 6, - 
b,(y) -G(Y) (GO&,(Y) - c,~~,(Y)) - c,~G(Y) 
A similar argument holds for the second case. 1 
Now we can give sufficient conditions for computing f with a uniform 
Boolean circuit family. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let f be the real function approximated by the family 
{ fn} of piecewise-linear functions induced by the family of functions {c,} and 
family of refinements {(a,,, 6,)). 
Suppose further that u and p are functions from integers to integers, and 
{ $,} is u uniform Boolean circuit family such that $,, takes a single range 
n order u(n) fixed-point binary input z and delivers the range n order n 
outputs a,(z), b,(z), and the range p(n) order n outputs c,oa,(z), c,,o b,(z). 
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Then there exists a uniform Boolean circuit family {y,} with range 
function p’ and modulus function pLI that computes f: 
Furthermore, 
1. p’(n)=p(n+2), 
2. p’(n) = An + 2), 
3. size(y,) = size($,+,) + (rip(n) p(n))O(“, and 
4. depthhA = depWl(/n+2) + (log(w(n) cl(n)))“(“. 
Proof: We want circuit y,, for x E [ - 2”, 2n], to satisfy 
If(+Y,w);~,,,)l G2-“. 
So it is sufficient for Y,, to compute the piecewise-linear functionf, + 2 within 
error 2-“-2. This can be done as follows: 
1. yn takes a range n order p(n + 2) input (x):(,+~) and converts it 
to an equivalent range n + 2 order p(n + 2) fixed-point binary encoding z. 
2. Then yn applies $,+2 to Z, and using its outputs computes 
using range p(n + 2) order p(n + 2) fixed-point binary arithmetic. 
3. Yn outputs y. 
The only error introduced is in the division step, and this is at most 2-“-*. 
Thus by Definition 2.9 and Lemma 2.10 we have 
The size and depth relationships result from the fact that basic arithmetic 
operations are all in NC. 1 
3. THE CIRCUIT VALUE FIJNCTION 
The standard complete problem for polynomial time is the circuit value 
problem-given a Boolean circuit y of size n, plus its inputs, compute the 
outputs of y. 
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We now construct a continuous analog of the circuit value problem. Our 
construction is far from devious. We simply take descriptions of a circuit 
plus input, and map these onto disjoint intervals of the real line. The circuit 
value function, V, is then a piecewise linear function which on each interval 
uses local maxima to encode the values of the gates in the circuit. 
3.1. Encoding Circuits as Rationals 
First we begin by describing how to encode Boolean circuits as rational 
numbers. For simplicity we assume that our circuits are composed only of 
inputs, outputs, constant gates 0, 1, and NAND gates. Each Boolean 
circuit y will be described by a restricted encoding which contains tuples of 
the form (u, g, 1, r). We interpret such a tuple as meaning: gate number u 
is of type g (input, output, 0, 1, NAND). Input and constant gates have 
both 1 and r set to 0, while an output gate takes its input from gate 1, and 
has r set to 0. A NAND gate has inputs from gates number I and r. We 
require that if G is a restricted encoding of circuit y then the gates must be 
numbered in the range 1 to IGI and the encoding be such that it can be 
easily extracted as a prefix of a string. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let string G be the restricted encoding of circuit y and 
let m= IGI. We call a string s~Ol{OO, ll,Ol}“OO a state of G. Let 
s=Olv, ... u,OO, where vi E (00, 11,011, be a state of G. Each u, encodes 
the values 0, 1, or 0 (undefined), respectively. We interpret this as: state 
s assigns gate i the value ui. A state s is consistent iff for each i, 1 < i 6 m, 
one of the following holds: 
1. i is not the number of a gate in G and v, = 0. 
2. i is a 0 gate (1 gate) and vi = 0 (v, = 1). 
3. i is an input gate and v, = 0 or ui = 1. 
4. i is a NAND gate with inputs 1, r and (a) vi = @ or (b) ul # /zr, 
v, # a, and u, = 1 (uI A 0,). 
5. i is an output gate with input 1 and (a) ui = fa or (b) v, # (ZI and 
v, = v,. 
That is, a state is consistent when gates are assigned values consistent with 
their type and the values assigned to their inputs. 
An initial state is a consistent state in which all NAND gates are 
assigned 0. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let s be a consistent state. The successor s’ of s is the 
consistent state formed from s as follows: 
1. Set s’ = s. 
643/93/?-9 
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2. For each NAND gate i of s with inputs I, r, if vi = 0 and u, # 0, 
u, # 0 then in s’ set vi = 1 (u, A u,). 
3. For each output gate i of s with input 1, if vi = 0 and vI # 0 then 
in s’ set uj = 0,. 
In other words, the successor of s is generated by evaluating those gates 
of s which have defined inputs but undefined outputs. If s has no undefined 
gates then s’=s. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let a, b E (0, l}*. The notation a.b just means the 
rational number with bits a before, and bits b after the binary point. The 
notation a.bO* is a.b followed by an infinite string of zeros. The notation 
a.bl* is a.b followed by an infinite string of ones, and is just a short form 
for a.b + 2-lbl, where IbJ denotes the length of b in bits. 
3.2. Constructing the Function V 
For all that follows, let G be a restricted encoding of circuit y, m = [Cl, 
and let s0 be an initial state of G with p = IsO(. Let s, be the mth successor 
of the initial state so. Since y contains at most m gates, s, specifies the 
value of every gate of y on the inputs specified in so. 
Consider all of the syntactically correct restricted encodings G, and their 
associated initial states so. Use these to define a sequence of intervals of the 
form [ lGs,, 1 + lGs,]. Note that the nature of the state encodings ensures 
that these intervals are disjoint and are separated from each other by 
a distance of at least 3. We want to define function V so that over the 
interval [ lGs,, 1 + lGs,] we have V(x) = s,. That is, V gives the output 
of G on the input values specified by so. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let { ( a,, b,)) be the family of refinements given by 
1. a,(x)=min{Lx_l,‘2”- l> 
2. b,,(x) = a,(x) + 1 
for all n and all x E [ - 2”, 2’7. 
DEFINITION 3.5. For x an end point of the refinement (a,,, 6,) define 
c,(x) as the range p(n)=n order n value given by 
1. c,(x) = S, if x = lGs, or x = 1 + lGso for some circuit description 
G and initial state so, with m= IGI, where s, is the mth successor of sO. 
2. c,(x) = 0 otherwise. 
By Definition 3.1 we see that s, is an integer with 0 <s,,,c~*“‘+~, so if 
we can decode x in the above definition, then s, can be represented exactly 
as an order n range n value. 
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FIG. 2. The circuit value function around point x = lGs,. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let { V”} to be the family of piecewise-linear functions 
induced by {(a,, b,)} and {c,,}. Define the circuit value function I/ to be 
the function approximated by the family { I’,,}. (This is possible since for 
all n, I’, and V, + , are identical on [ -2”, 27.) 
Figure 2 shows V around the point x = lGs,. 
LEMMA 3.7. VE PB +*. 
Proof: We need only argue that a Boolean circuit family {I++,,} can be 
constructed that satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.11. Consider any 
range n order 0 input z = (x):. Determining a,(z) and b,(z) is trivial, and 
decoding an integer into the form lGs, is possible using standard NC 
circuits for parsing. Once the decoding has been performed, the state 
s, can be computed by m applications to s0 of an NC circuit family that 
computes the state successor function. 1 
In general, m may be 0(n), and so the circuit $,, of the above proof may 
have polynomial depth. 
THEOREM 3.8. VE NC‘H’s iff NC= P. 
Proof If NC= P then V is an NC real function. For the other direc- 
tion, observe that given a circuit encoded by G and an initial state s0 
encoding the inputs to G, we can determine the entire final state s, of the 
circuit by evaluating ( V( lGs,))i, where n = 1 + lG/ + [sol and rounding to 
the nearest integer. Thus we can reduce the circuit value problem to the 
problem of evaluating ( V( lGs,))i. Since the circuit value function is 
P-complete we would have NC= P. [ 
COROLLARY 3.9. NC=P iffNCsAB= P%*%. 
Proof Observe that feasible real functions have polynomial size 
circuits. 1 
3.3. Feasible-Size-Magnitude Arithmetic Circuits 
These results can be translated from the domain of Boolean circuits into 
the domain of arithmetic circuits to obtain families of polynomials that are 
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complete for P. This is a consequence of results in Hoover (1990b) which 
show that every feasible real function can be approximated by a uniform 
family of feasible-size-magnitude arithmetic circuits that compute polyno- 
mials. We briefly divert into the algebraic domain to discuss this result. 
Uniform arithmetic circuits over the reals d are acyclic networks of gates 
where the edges carry real numbers and the gates perform the operations 
+, -, x, .-’ (inverse) or deliver rational constants. A computation by 
such a circuit is the obvious one, with the proviso that the computation is 
undefined when any inverse gate has a zero input. These circuits and their 
extensions to general fields have been extensively investigated and are one 
of the main models of parallel algebraic complexity. We refer the reader to 
the comprehensive survey by von zur Gathen (1988). 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let {cc,} be an arithmetic circuit family over B, and 
let a:(x) denote the output value of gate u of ~1, on input x. The magnitude 
of circuit c1,, denoted mag(cr,), is the quantity 
mag(cr,) - max max Icr;(x)l. 
L’EC(” XE [-2fl.2”] 
That is, mag(cr,) is the absolute value of the largest output from any gate 
of ~1, on any input XE [ -2”, 2”]. 
A family {a,) of arithmetic circuits over W is feasible-size-magnitude iff 
size(cr,) = no(‘) and mag(cc,) = 2”O”‘. 
Note that these circuits compute rational functions that may have 
exponential degree. What keeps them feasible is that no intermediate values 
get too large and cancellation does not become significant. 
We have the following main result of Hoover (1990a), which states that 
every feasible real function can be approximated by polynomials generated 
by inverse-free feasible-size-magnitude arithmetic circuits. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let f be a real function. Then f E PB + B $,f there exists 
a family of inverse-free feasible-size-magnitude arithmetic circuits { pn } such 
that for all x E [ - 2”, 2”] we have 1 f(x) - p,(x)1 < 2 -“. 
It is worth remarking that the analog of this theorem cannot hold for 
NC%“. That is, not only cannot every NC real function be approximated 
by a small degree polynomial, such functions cannot even can be 
approximated by a poly-log depth arithmetic circuit family. This is because 
one can construct an NC real function that requires exponential degree to 
approximate, and thus any approximating family of feasible-size-magnitude 
arithmetic circuits must have at least linear depth. 
Applying the previous theorem to the function V we get: 
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COROLLARY 3.12. There exists a feasible-size-magnitude family of 
polynomials (p,} such that {p,} can be approximated in NC iff NC = P, 
where approximate means to compute (p,(x) >z. 
Since these particular polynomials have exponential degree, the 
preceding remark holds. Thus a proof that NC= P would show that 
unstructured bit manipulations are inherently more powerful than 
structured algebraic operations. 
4. THE CIRCUIT-EVALUATION FUNCTION 
We will now proceed to construct an NC real function C that can be 
used to evaluate any Boolean circuit. Whereas the circuit-value function V 
directly gives the value of a circuit on a given input, the circuit-evaluation 
function C provides an indirect solution. Given an input that represents a 
circuit y plus its input values, repeated applications of C will converge to 
a value that encodes the values of all the gates in y. 
In other words, for every circuit y and every possible input, the function 
C has a fixed point corresponding to the output of y on the particular 
inputs. Furthermore, by ensuring that C is locally a contraction mapping, 
we will be able to find its fixed points relatively easily. 
4.1. Constructing the Function C 
Again, let G be a restricted encoding of circuit y, m = [Cl, and let s0 be 
an initial state of G with p = Is,J. For each interval [ lGs,, 1 + IGs,], 
consider two sequences (Ik}, {rk} of special points of the form 
Ik = lGsO.s, . ..s.O* and rk= lGs,.s,~~~s,l*, 
where state si+ i is the successor of state s;, for 0 6 i < k. 
Each of these points encodes the values of all gates in y that have depth 
Q k. We will construct C so that one application of it to such a point gives 
us the values of all gates with depth 6k + 1. That is, C is essentially 
computing the successor of sk. 
For k > 0 define C on these special points by 
C( lGs,.s, . ..s.O*)= lGs,.s, .“sksk+ 1O* 
C( lGs,.s, ~~~s,l*)rlGs,.s,~~~s,s,+,l*. 
That is, for k > 0, I, + i = C(Z,) and rk+ 1 = C(r,). 
Note what happens when we iterate the equations lk+, = C(I,) and 
rk i i = C(r,) starting with lo = lGs,.O* and r0 = lGsO. 1*. Each iteration 
gives us the values of one more level of gates in y. Since the length of G is 
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m, y has at most m gates, and so has depth at most m. Thus by the mth 
iteration we will know the values of all gates in y. After that point the state 
of y is fully determined, and so for k > m, we have sk + , = sk. 
So in each interval [ 1 Gs,, 1 + 1 Gs,], C has the fixed point 
t = lGs,.s,s,s, ... 
where, for k>m, sk+,=sk. 
We also have that Ik<lk+,<t<rk+l<rk and r,-11,=2Pkp for all 
k > 0. 
The repeating pattern in the expansion of t means that it is a rational 
number. It also has a unique binary expansion since every si begins with 
01 and this prevents infinite sequences of 0 or 1. This is important as it 
means that we can just read off the state of y from any sufficiently good 
approximation to the fixed point. 
Our next concern is how to complete the definition of C so that this kind 
of behaviour holds for points other than the special points. To proceed we 
introduce the notion of a contraction mapping. The following definition 
and theorem come from Goldstein (1967). 
DEFINITION 4.1. A map S from interval I= [a, 61 into itself is called a 
contractor iff there exists 0 < q < 1 such that for every pair of points x, y 
in I. 
If(x)-f(Y)1 G4 Ix-Yl. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that f is a contractor on I and set x,, 1 = f(x,) 
with x0 E I. Then there exists a unique point z off such that z = f(z); the 
sequence {x,} converges to z; and for n 2 0 
Ix,-ZI <q” Ixg-21. 
Since each application of C takes a special point closer to the fixed point 
associated with y and sO, the function C looks very much like a contraction 
mapping over the interval [I,, r,]. The simple expedient of making C 
linear between the special points is sufficient to ensure that C really is a 
contraction mapping locally over [lo, rO]. Then linear interpolation 
between the local regions is sufficient to define C so that it is continuous. 
Of course C will not be a contraction mapping between the local regions. 
Note that we have constructed C so that it is exactly the limit of a family 
of piecewise-linear functions. The defining family of refinements {(an, b,)} 
consists of subsets of the special points, and the family of functions {c,} is 
exactly C at the refinement points. Thus we can define C directly using the 
machinery of Proposition 2.11. 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. CE NC%+‘. 
Proof. The Boolean circuit family {tin} takes a range n order n + 2 
fixed-point binary input z and delivers the range n order n outputs a,(z), 
b,(z), and c, o a,(z), c, o b,(z). Define +, to perform the following computa- 
tions: 
1. Take input z and decode it, if possible, into 
lGs,.s, “-s/u, 
where sj is the last valid state before the garbage bits u are encountered. 
(Note that Is, ..-sjl <n.) 
2. If the decoding failed to even obtain lGs, then output the values 
%(Z) = LZJ b,(z) = 1 + a,(z) 
c,, o dz) = 4(z) c, o h(z) = k(z) 
3. Otherwise, compute the successors sj+ i and sj+ 2 of sj, and set 
lj = lGs,.s, . ..s.O* rj = lGs,.s, .--sji* 
lj+ 1 = c(l~) rj+ i = c(rj) 
zj+2=c(zj+l) rj+2=C(r,+,) 
where C is defined as above (at the beginning of this section) on the special 
points lj, I,, , , rj, rj+ , . 
4. If Is,. . ‘SjSj+ ,I > n then output the values 
u,(z) = 1, Uz) = r, 
Caoun(z)=zj+l c,Ob,(z)=rj+,. 
5. Otherwise, if 1, < z < Z,, , then output the values 
a,(z) = z, bn(z)=zj+ I 
Cnoun(z)=rj+l cn o bn(z) = lj+ 2 
else if rj+ 1 <z d rj then output the values 
%(Z)=rj+ 1 b,(z) = rj 
C,"%(Z)=rj+2 c, o h(z) = rj+ 1. 
The only difficult operation is the initial parsing of Step 1, and this can be 
done in NC using standard parallel techniques. 1 
Next we verify that C is indeed a contraction mapping. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let G be an encoding of circuit y with initial state s,,. 
Let m = IGI and p = /soI 2 2. Then the function C is a contraction mapping 
over the interval [lGs,, 1 + lGs,] with a contraction rate of q < 2-P+ ‘. 
Proof: We first consider the behaviour of C at the special points with 
respect to the fixed point t, and show that it is a contractor on these points. 
First consider lk < t. We have 
t-I,=O.OPks k+lSk+2”’ A . >o opkol =2-@.~2 
and 
so 
O<C(t)-C(~,)=t-~,+,<2~P+1(t--k). 
Let q denote the ones complement of the bits Sk. For t < rk we have 
r,-t=O.OpkS- k+l Skf2”’ / . >() (p10=2-pk-’ 
and 
so 
rk+l- t=O.OpkOp~... < O.Opkopl 1 < 2-pk-p 
O<c(rk)-c(t)=rk+l-t<2-P+1(rk-t). 
Now we need to show for arbitrary X, x’ E [I,, r,] that 
IC(x’)-C(x)/ <2-P+’ Ix’-xl. 
We consider just the most complicated case where x and x’ are on opposite 
sides of t. The other cases are similar. 
Suppose that for some k and k’ we have lk < x < lk+ 1 and 
rk’ + 1 < x’ < rk’. Then we have 
so 
i, <x <&+I =c(i,) <c(x)<l,+,<t 
t<rk’+2<c(x’)<rkr+l=c(rkf)<x’ <rk,. 
Ic(x’)-c(x)] ~c(rk~)-c(~k)=c(rk~)-c(t)+c(t)-c(~k) 
<2-P+1(rk.+l-t+t-~k+1)<2pP+1 Ix’-xX(. 
Thus C is a contraction mapping over [ lGs,, 1 + lGsO] with contraction 
rate of q,<2-*+I. 1 
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4.2. Finding Fixed Points is P-Complete 
Since the circuit-evaluation function G is a contraction mapping, 
repeated applications of C to any point in [lGso, 1 + lGs,] will converge 
to the fixed point of the interval. Although each application of C requires 
only poly-log depth, the slow rate of convergence means that for a circuit 
of size n, O(n) applications of C could be required before sufficient 
accuracy to extract the final state is obtained. In general, the number of 
applications of C must be equal to the depth of the circuit described by G. 
Could there be a better way to locate the fixed point? No, unless 
NC= P. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let I be an interval of the form [lGs,, 1 + lGs,], and let 
F(Z) be the function from integers to reals that computes the fixed point of 
C in I. Then F(I) can be computed in NC ijf NC = P. 
Proof. The problem of computing ( V( lGs,)): reduces to the problem 
of computing (F(Z))“,. 1 
Thus numerical methods based only on the property of being a contrac- 
tion mapping are not likely to be efficiently parallelized. To obtain NC 
performance requires at least quadratic rates of convergence. 
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